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Abstract

For today’s cars visually impaired people are not a target group customer. This might
change with the introduction of automated vehicles as the person inside the car
doesn’t need to be able to drive the vehicle him/herself.
To make automated vehicles accessible to visually impaired people, new concepts are
needed. This thesis’ main goal is to establish guidelines on how automated vehicles
can be made accessible so that visually impaired people can use them on their own.
In order to create reliable guidelines mainly focus group discussions and interviews
with visually impaired people were used to gather information for a prototype which
was later tested with visually impaired people in an automated vehicle (Wizard-of-Oz).
Based on the results of user testing the main issues for visually impaired people in the
context of automated driving are entering the vehicle, finding different objects inside
the vehicle e.g. seat belts and getting information about the vehicle’s environment
and their current location.
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Kurzfassung

Für heutige Autos sind sehbeeinträchtigte Personen keine Kundenzielgruppe. Mit der
Einführung automatisierter Fahrzeuge könnte sich dies ändern, da die Personen im
Fahrzeug nicht zwangsläufig in der Lage sein müssen das Steuer zu übernehmen.
Um automatisierte Fahrzeuge zugänglich zu machen müssen neue Konzepte entwickelt werden, sodass sehbeeinträchtigte Personen diese ebenfalls nutzen können. Das
Ziel dieser Bachelorarbeit ist, das Erstellen von Handlungsempfehlungen, welche es
sehbeeinträchtigten Personen ermöglicht automatisierte Fahrzeuge alleine zu nutzen.
Um erprobte Handlungsempfehlungen zu entwickeln, wurden Fokusgruppendiskussionen und Interviews genutzt, um einen Prototypen zu entwickeln, welcher später
mit sehbeeinträchtigten Personen in einem automatisierten Fahrzeug (Wizard-of-Oz)
getestet wurde.
Basierend auf den Ergebnissen der Nutzertests, wurde festgestellt, dass die Hauptprobleme bei der Nutzung von automatisierten Fahrzeugen das Einsteigen, das Finden von Objekten wie dem Gurt und das Erlangen von Informationen über die Umgebung des Fahrzeuges und die aktuelle Position sind.
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1. Introduction

Automated vehicles (AVs) might become the next generation of transport [1]. Many
challenges need to be faced like legal issues (e.g. privacy [2]) and technical challenges
[3] before AVs will be introduced on the public roads for everyday usage. On the other
hand, multiple benefits could come along like using the time inside the car more efficient [1] due to this new kind of traveling. Depending on legal aspects completely new
target groups might be allowed to use a car on their own. Children, elderly or disabled
persons could use an AV themselves.
Visually impaired persons (VIPs) relied on public transport for decades [4] and had no
chance of driving themselves. This could change with the availability of automated vehicles. Benefits like the possibility for VIPs driving to their meetings, the grocery store
and any other event or place they want to reach could make their lives more comfortable and more interesting.
If car manufacturers want to make their vehicles accessible to VIPs new concepts need
to be created as new user needs have to be considered during the development
process of human-machine interfaces (HMI) for AVs. A first approach on what such a
concept could be like is designed and evaluated in this bachelor thesis. This concept
is used to establish guidelines on how AVs can be made accessible for VIPs.
1.1 Research question and hypotheses
This thesis aim is to answer the research question:
What are the requirements to automated vehicles so that they are accessible
to visually impaired people?
The hypotheses therefore are:
H1: Visually impaired people want to get information on how fast they are
moving, how long it will take them to get to their destination and about the
1

vehicle’s environment in a specific time interval.
H2: Visually impaired people require additional information about the interior
of the vehicle and during the entering process.
H3: Speech announcements increase the trust into the system compared to
ambient announcements.
H4: Exceptional situations like emergency breaks need to be explained.
1.2 Problem and approach
The problem is that no concepts are available for VIPs in cars today as they aren’t
a target group for vehicles driven by their owners themselves. This, however, could
change with the introduction of AVs.
1.2.1 Relevance for accessibility
Many car manufacturers predict that fully AVs will be available in 2030 [5]. It is essential
to present cars that are ready to be used by everyone. Therefore it is required to have
cars that are reliable and fulfill the customers’ needs [6]. As new target groups can use
the technology the HMI needs to be adjusted.
1.2.2 Objective of this thesis
The main goal of this bachelor thesis is to provide guidelines for the design of a
concept for VIPs in AVs. These guidelines are based on interviews, focus group discussions (FGD) and the results gained by a prototype that was developed by using the
user-centered design approach.
During the progress, users were involved in all steps so that the guidelines are based
on the users’ needs.
1.2.3 Approach to create guidelines
The starting point for the thesis was the user-centered design approach. VIPs were
involved from the beginning. They took part in FGDs, brainstormings, interviews and
other creative techniques. After those the gathered information was sorted out to
focus on the most essential aspects and requirements. Based on the results a prototype was designed for user studies with blind subjects. The VIPs that already took part
in FGDs also took part in user tests so they experience the concept and can give their
feedback to real-life situations.
2

1.3 Framework for this thesis
Multiple car makers have different ideas on concepts for AVs. That makes it hard to
predict what AVs will be like. Thus this thesis needs to provide a logical setting.
1.3.1 Car sharing as a service
Car manufacturers [7] and start-ups [8] are working on car-sharing concepts. Therefore,
the basic functionality, terms and conditions of car sharing are defined.
The solution used for this thesis provides two ways of ordering an AV. Either by using a
mobile application on a phone/watch/etc. or by ordering the car by calling an assistant
that will take the client’s order. When ordering the vehicle the current location will be
shared as the pickup location, the desired destination will be set and a car will arrive in
less than 5 minutes.
Once the car has shown up, a notification will pop up on the user’s smartphone or the
client will be called on the device from which the order came and the person can enter
the vehicle. Inside the AV the destination needs to be confirmed or a different one
must be entered. Once everything is set up, the car starts its route and the passenger
can mind his/her own business. If the car wasn’t booked as a single ride, someone else
might be picked up and driven to his/her destination, too.
The responsibility in the context of automated driving (AD) is a highly discussed topic
since the idea of AVs was introduced. It is unclear who is responsible in case of an
accident, death or misbehavior of the vehicle [9].
“Volvo will accept full liability whenever one of our cars is in autonomous
mode. We are one of the first car makers in the world to make such a
promise.” [10]
by Hakan Samuelsson, CEO Volvo
Statements and opinions like Samuelsson’s are the only sensible solution to the question of responsibility for this work as VIPs are unable to observe, control and handle
the car’s behavior themselves.
1.3.2 Vehicle interior conditions
Currently, every car manufacturer has different ideas and concepts for AVs. The concept that is used for this thesis is based on the ideas of the Volvo 360c. The windows
are used as touch-displays but the interaction is also possible via voice [11]. The inte3

rior has two benches. One of them is facing forward the other one is facing backward.
In between those benches is a table.

Figure 1: The Interior-Concept of the Volvo 360c is the basis for the thesis. It consists of two benches. One of
them is facing backwards. The other one is facing forward. Inbetween them is a table. The car’s windows are
touchable and visualize information. Source: https://www.media.volvocars.com

Touch is the probably most common interaction type today. It is used for multiple
common devices like phones, watches and tablets but in the recent past, they were
also introduced in cars like all Tesla models [12] and the most recent models by e.g.
Audi [13], BMW [14], VW [15] and Mercedes [16]. Windows of multiple AVs (e.g. Volvo
360c [17]) and even the seats (e.g. BMW Vision iNEXT [18]) are touchable. Touch
interaction will not be taken into consideration in this thesis as different systems like
screenreaders are required to make those techniques accessible. The accessibility is
already available on the market but could be unrealistic in AVs as the windows can not
be touched during the ride.
A personal assistant will be part of this concept. The assistant works like Alexa by
Amazon [19], Siri by Apple [20] or Google’s smart assistant [21]. It is voice-based and
provides a variety of content and functions. All services that are available today (e.g.
making a phone call, playing music, etc.) and those that will be developed until automated vehicles are available on the market and can be used with the system. In this
thesis’ prototype the smart assistant will be limited to some use cases and can’t handle
4

all requests that might come up during user testing.
1.3.3 Autonomous vehicles level 5
There are six different levels of automation for vehicles. The range goes from 0 to 5.
The higher the number the higher is the vehicle’s level of automation [22]. The more
autonomous a vehicle is the different become their human-machine interaction concepts and interiors [23].
For this concept, a level five vehicle will be simulated (Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ)). That
means that the driver has no chance to steer, accelerate or brake the vehicle. Generally spoken the only interaction that can be done is to make the car drive to a specific
destination, change the navigation or push the emergency off button. Another option
would have been to take a level three car that provides a call center in case a real
driver is needed. The employees in that call center could steer the car remotely and
no real driver is needed inside the car either. The fact that no communication with a
human driver is possible in level 5 cars, could make it more interesting from a scientific
perspective and therefore this option was chosen.
In total the best fitting example to this concept is the Volvo 360c. It fulfills all the requirements and conditions and therefore provides a matching overview of what traveling could be like in an AV. 360c makes it possible to sleep, work or relax inside [24].
Furthermore, it interacts with pedestrians outside the vehicle so they know that 360c
will do next by visual effects and sounds [25].

Figure 2: This overview on levels of automated driving shows the degree of human and computer ratio. Level
0 has no support by assistants and level 5 has no human interaction like steering, accelerating or breaking. The
degree of assistance increases from level 1 up to level 4.

5

1.4 Accessibility for visually impaired people on mobile devices
1.4.1 Problems with the interaction on touch devices
Mobile devices are defined by their touch-screens. When this technology was introduced different problems had to be faced when they were made accessible for VIPs.
Many VIPs usually read using braille. This font is tactile and therefore doesn’t require
sight. Some VIPs are trained with this technique and can read with both hands at the
same time [26]. Smartphones themselves, however, have no interface that supports
braille. So it is impossible for VIPs to read the information shown on the screen without
a screenreader.
Navigating through different screens is difficult, too. Often the interaction happens
by clicking a button or another visual element which isn’t possible without support
for VIPs. Therefore a different solution had to be provided for navigating through an
interface.
The biggest benefit of mobile devices is that they changed our communication. Nowadays most people use a smartphone to message multiple people every day [27]. The
input without any support is difficult for VIPs as described by Bornschein et al. [26].
1.4.2 Solutions to make mobile devices access
Based on Bornschein et al. accessibility is part of today’s interfaces and multiple different solutions were found so VIPs can use digital systems differently.
The hyper braille system has some interaction buttons that can be used by VIPs to
make inputs and get information shown via braille. It is possible to show grafics with
this device as well. Furthermore, Bornschein et al. mention that the output display can
detect multi touch gestures.
Audio can support the interaction of mobile devices for VIPs. Sounds need to give
feedback on actions that were executed due to different events like a user input.
Another aspect taken into consideration by Bornschein et al. is tactile output. It can be
experienced by VIPs also. Therefore it can be used instead of sounds. It can be used
as an output method but it can also support the input on mobile devices as the VIP
can feel if an action was detected or executed.
It is difficult to make VIPs use multi-dimensional gestures as it can be complicated to
6

teach those gestures to VIPs. Therefore they might not be adviseable as a interaction
concept for VIPs.
Referecing Bornschein et al. a voice-based assistant is, however, helpful as he/she is
usable for everyone and does not require sight or special accessibility for VIPs. That’s
why a speech-based communication will be the main part of this system.

7

2. Related Work

This chapter gives an overview on what today’s problems are for visually impaired
people in the context of daily life or transportation and how VIPs might be effected
by AVs. Therefore, it is important to understand which challenges they are confronted
with today like in public transport. Furthermore, it is necessary to unterstand what they
know and how they feel about AVs, so that a HMI can be developed that fulfills their
needs. Some first information on VIPs in the context of AD could be gathered by a
paper that presents the result of multiple FGDs with VIPs about AVs.
2.1 Problems faced by VIPs while grocery shopping
One of the biggest challenges is grocery shopping. VIPs need some help with that
task most of the time as the shops place items at different places from time to time
and the learned position is useless. So they either take a partner, family or friends
along or need support by a shopping assistant but it is also challenging to get to the
shop at all [28].
2.2 Benefits and problems with announcements in public transport
A benefit for VIPs are announcements inside a bus. In this way, they can keep up with
where they currently are. The big issue is that this information can not always be perceived due to different factors which is part of the paper by Flores et al. [5].
These announcements, often have poor quality and if there is additional noise like environmental sounds made by other passengers inside the bus it is even harder to listen
to them and keep updated on the progress.
Flores et al. mentioned that it can also happen that announcements are not available
on the bus at all or that not all stops are supported. That makes it hard to exit the bus
at the desired destination.
8

The biggest issue for VIPs in everyday life and public transport is an orientation in
many ways. It begins with finding the bus stop but also continues inside the vehicle
during the ride.
Once they arrived at the bus stop it is difficult to check if a bench is available or what
the environment generally is like. Furthermore, it isn’t easy for them to find out when
their required bus arrives.
Flores et al. also report that another challenge is to enter the correct bus. Often there
are no announcements at the bus stop when a bus arrives and sometimes they drive
past the stop as the blind person didn’t get up off the bench because he/she didn’t
hear the bus coming. When two buses arrive at the same time it might be confusing
for VIPs and they don’t know which one they need to take. In addition to that during
interviews with the VIPs, some noticed that some bus drivers are unsupportive and are
not willing to answer questions about the bus line.
Based on Flores et al. during the ride it can be difficult to keep up with the orientation
even if announcements are available. If there was a construction line and the bus had
to change the route that confuses as the route has changed unexpectedly.
2.3 Variables that influence the acceptance of automated vehicles
A general problem of AVs is the acceptance of this new technology [2]. This is not a
problem that occurs only with VIPs but also with everyone else. If the technology itself
is not accepted, people won’t use it. Therefore their trust must be gained. Only then it
is possible to make any further steps which will be proved in this chapter.
The locus of control (LOC) score shows how much a person thinks that he/she is responsible for events or outcomes which are affecting him/her. If the LOC score is high
the person thinks that he/she is responsible for the outcomes. If, however, the score is
low, the person thinks that the result happened due to others’ behavior or other external factors. Based on studies a high LOC affects the behavior in traffic in a positive way
and you are involved in fewer accidents. Furthermore, people with a higher LOC are
more willing to trust an AV [29].
From today’s perspective, people do not have a lot of experience with AVs from personal experience and a lack of knowledge [30]. The only sources are car manufacturers
and multimedia sources. Therefore, it could be beneficial to build up people’s trust in
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this new technology by letting them experience AVs from an early stage.
Prior knowledge about AVs has a positive impact on the acceptance of them and it is
necessary to spread more knowledge [29].
It makes no difference if a person has a high or low degree of disability. Their intensity
of visual impairment has no significant impact on their opinion on AVs [29].
2.4 Opinions and preferences of VIPs regarding AVs
Julian Brinkley et al. [31] made 8 FGDs with 38 participants in total. The main aim of
the study was to explore the opinions and concerns of visually impaired people towards AVs. An overview of the results is presented in this chapter.
One of the concerns towards AVs is that VIPs believe that the cars will not be accessible to them even though all required technologies exist and only need to be used
together. Another concern was how they could reach e.g. the entry of a building once
they left the autonomous vehicle. Many of the discussion participants were worried if
the car was able to interact with non-autonomous vehicles and how an accident would
be handled by the law.
The most mentioned benefit is that VIPs could get more mobility and will be more
independent again as they currently rely on friends, relatives or public transport but
would appreciate getting their mobility back. Their gained or regained mobility will
result in time savings compared to their current means of transport.
Another topic discussed by the participants was about legal issues like if they need
some kind of a driving license if they want to use an autonomous vehicle and if the law
regulations actually allow them to use autonomous vehicles alone.
The majority of Brinkley’s et al. participants wanted a voice-based HMI which seems to
be the easiest way to tell the vehicle where the VIP wants to go. On the other hand,
the participants feared that a speech-based input might not be accurate enough.
Some other participants mentioned that they would like to use their smartphone as an
input method and a touchscreen inside the vehicle should only be used as a backup
solution.
The VIPs’ opinions regarding trust were torn apart and some fear the technology and
would not trust it. Others, however, feel like it is not less save than a human driver.
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2.5 Possible benefits of automated vehicles for visually impaired people
AVs might be beneficial to VIPs in multiple areas of life as they could become a new
uncomplex and flexible way of public transport.
Pick-up areas and exit stations like bus stops are not necessarily required for AVs. It
could be a benefit for VIPs to order a car directly to their home or a place they know.
That way they can easily navigate to the pick-up place themselves. As there are no
fixed entry and exit points and no lanes that only drive specific routes and it is unnecessary to change the vehicle which makes the process itself easier as they can enter
the vehicle anywhere and drive directly to their destination.
The drive itself might also be more relaxed as they do not have to focus on announcements and do not need to worry about being in the correct lane or missing the stop as
the car takes care of them and brings them to their destination [4].
As mentioned in chapter 3.1, grocery shopping is a challenge for VIPs. The difficult
part is to get to the supermarket, find the required groceries and get back home again
[28]. An AV could eliminate the first and last challenge as getting to the store and back
home is way easier when taking an AV compared to taking the bus.
Therefore, however, automated vehicles need to be accessible to VIPs. Based on today’s technologies the technological challenges can easily be solved as it was already
made with mobile devices as explained in chapter 2.4. Creating solutions inside AVs
that are usable for VIPs is the bigger challenge that needs to be faced. During the thesis, a concept for VIPs in AVs will be designed and evaluated to create guidelines that
can be the foundation for accessibility in AVs.
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3. Visually Impaired People
in the Context of Automated
Vehicles
If VIPs should become willing, able and allowed to operate AVs themselves there are
some challenges that need to be faced.
The first step that needs to be made is not only relevant to VIPs but to all passengers
of AVs. It is still not clear yet who is responsible for the behavior of an AV [32]. For this
thesis it’s a requirement that car manufacturers are responsible for the AV’s behavior as
VIPs can not intervene if required because they cannot foresee obstacles, accidents or
pedestrians on the road.
Acceptance of AVs is another topic that is relevant to all humans. If a technology is
not accepted it won’t be used and therefore won’t be successful. That means that the
general understanding and acceptance of AVs must be improved before they will be
introduced into everyday life [33].
The challenge that is relevant for e.g. VIPs is accessibility. They might need information that can be seen by sighted passengers. Non visually impaired persons (NVIP) can
see the environment and the places around them. VIPs, however, should be allowed
to access information like the environment and route information in another way. This
could be solved by a voice-based assistant combined with additional ambient sounds.
3.1 Approach
To resolve good results from a user experience perspective it is necessary to work
closely together with the users.
This approach is called user-centered design. Every step made needs to be focused
on the user and their needs. The main goal is to design a concept that works for the
users and is tested with subjects before publishing a solution. That way the probability
of a solution succeeding is way higher.
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The double diamond approach is divided into two halfs. The first one is for analysing the users’ needs. During
the second half solutions get created to solve the users’ needs. Each half gets divided into two phases. The first
phase is used to discover needs which will be defined in the second phase. The third phase of the entire process
is used to develop the solutions which will be delivered in the fourth phase.

The double diamond approach is a design method that divides the entire process into
two phases. The aim of the first phase is to analyze the needs and to define what the
requirements are for the concept. After the first phase, it is important to define challenges that might be faced while designing the concept.
During the second phase, many ideas will be generated and collected to have a big
variety of solutions. Those will be filtered to focus on one sensible solution in the final
concept which can be delivered to clients or users.
3.2 Techniques to discover problems and find first solutions
3.2.1 Literatur-research
Before any further steps were taken some literature research was made to get a better
overview of the challenges and life of VIPs in general with a specific focus on transport.
The results were presented in the previous chapters. They involved difficulties/problems with public transport, grocery shopping and orientation in general.
3.2.2 Focus-group-discussions
During FGDs different questions were asked and discussed.
What do you know about automated vehicles?
How do you imagine AD?
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Why would you use AVs?
Why would you not use AVs?
Do you live in the city or in the countryside and why?
If there was an AV outside - would you use it right now?
3.2.3 Interviews
Furthermore, single VIPs participated in interviews to get their personal opinion on
problems that were evaluated during research and on automated vehicles. Those
interviews were made to dive deeper into the topic and get some more personal
thoughts on AVs by VIPs.
3.2.4 Observation as a driver
After the focus-group discussions, some of the VIPs were driven back home. During
the ride, they were observed and interviewed by the driver to get some thoughts on
AD in a real car environment.
3.2.5 Brainstorming with UX-Team
After some information was gathered a brainstorming inside an UX-team was made
to create ideas on how a concept for VIPs inside an AV can be realized, what contents
might be presented sensible, how the interaction could be done and how great user
experience, in general, can be created.
3.3 Results on thoughts of visually impaired people on automated vehicles
The results are mainly based on the interviews and FGDs with VIPs as this is part of a
user-centered design approach.
3.3.1 Knowledge on automated vehicles
“There are already some automated vehicles driving alone in Brunswick.“
Based on the results of the FGDs many visually impaired people do not have much
knowledge on automated vehicles. They know that they can move without a driver
and that they are currently not able to drive completely on their own. But most of
them have no idea how AVs might work. Even though some believe that “they must
work with cameras to capture the streets, pedestrians and their environment“.
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3.3.2 Ideas on what automated driving could be like
“It must be an odd feeling if I could see that no one is operating the AV.“
They have some expectations for the interior. A high-quality sound system would be
beneficial to create 3D-sounds. Furthermore, enough space is required so a guide dog
or luggage can be taken with them into the vehicle and a high level of comfort would
be appreciated. Most importantly they requested an emergency off button to easily
stop the system in case of an emergency at any time.
The system needs to be fast in any way. They do not want to be waiting for the vehicle long. Therefore it should arrive within five to ten minutes at their desired pick-up
location and there should be no line changes required like with buses. Furthermore,
they want to have a chance to make the system stop even if there is no emergency as
their plans might have changed and they want to get to a different destination or want
to take a break. They hope to get grants by their health insurance because of the new
level of mobility.
A very important aspect to them was that they want to have an integrated system that
does not require their personal smartphone as the HMI of the vehicle. A reason for this
is that they want to use AVs for longer routes, too, and do not want to use their phone
the entire time. The AV’s system needs to be accessible and usable for them but
during FGDs VIPs mentioned that they want to have a driving license for AVs as they
would like to get an introduction before driving one on their own for the first time.
3.3.3 Reasons why an automated vehicle should be used
“If I had an automated vehicle I could do my shopping on my own again
and would not always rely on my husband.“
Generally, VIPs are hoping to use AVs as they could bring major advantages into their
lives. However, they also fear this technology partly. There are high expectations that
VIPs have towards AVs. The biggest advantage for them is mobility. They can travel
independently from anyone else. They neither rely on public transport nor on other
people who might drive them to their destination.
3.3.4 Concerns why an automated vehicle should not be used
“I have heard that there were some severe accidents with autonomous
vehicles.“
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They fear that they can not intervene if the car was misbehaving or are not able to
even notice that the car is not working correctly. This fear is related closely to the fact
that they rely on the car and have no contact person. Furthermore, they don’t expect
the legal conditions to be in favor of them. They think that the law will not allow them
to use an AV themselves without anyone else inside the AV as they believe there might
be some security-based concerns by others. Some have concerns themselves and feel
a bit insecure, therefore. Beside that, they mentioned that not everyone has a mobile
phone to call the order assistant or order an AV via an app. Another challenge which
is related to the smartphone and needs to be faced is navigation and orientation for
VIPs after leaving the car. It is impossible for them to navigate outside the AV in an
unknown environment.
3.3.5 Thoughts on the human-machine interface
“The only sensible way to communicate with an automated vehicle for us
VIPs is by voice.“
For VIPs, it is important that they do not get too much information via sound at a time.
That means that there must not be too many sound effects simultaneously. They prefer
a voice interaction and want to be able to personalize the experience so that they can
decide when and how they want to get information.
VIPs mentioned different types of content that need to be part of the system. Those
can be categorized into ordering an AV, entering the vehicle, information about the
vehicle status, details about maneuvers and the navigation, the car’s environment and
leaving the AV.
When the car is ordered with an application the entire app has to be accessible to
VIPs. They specifically mentioned that they do not want to only access the order
process but also the entire other information that is available in the app like finding
out more about pricing or terms and conditions. The app also has to notify them just
before the AV will reach the entry point and once their AV is ready for them to enter.
During the entering progress, some additional information is needed that NVIPs don’t
necessarily need. VIPs wish to have a tactile element outside the car and get told
which seats are available. Once they are inside the car it should tell them that it detected them inside the vehicle and that it will close the door now.
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During the ride, VIPs want to be notified of the duration and distance that still needs
to be covered. If there are any inconveniences like traffic jams or an accident on the
route they want to be notified about that. Furthermore, the AV needs to be able to tell
them how fast they are driving at the moment and where they currently are.
That’s why it is essential to give frequent updates on the route. Whenever a city or municipality is entered or exited VIPs want to get notified about that. This also applies to
different road types. If a federal road or highway is entered they want to be informed
about that, so they can keep up with the progress of reaching their destination.
Based on the road different driving maneuvers need to be driven by the automated
vehicle. Turning left and right is essential in cities and VIPs want to be informed about
turning points, roundabouts, junctions and traffic lights. If an emergency brake is
needed they want to be informed about the maneuver in advance if it’s possible but
don’t necessarily want to get an explanation why the emergency break was made.
3.3.6 Additional knowledge gained
“We mainly live in the city because everything we need is available.“
Most of the VIPs live inside the city center as they have access to public transport and
locations like grocery stores are available.
“I would love to use it. But you would come with us, right?“
All VIPs participating in the FGDs were very interested in using an AV but all of them
would not have used it without the FGD investigator.
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4. Design and Evaluation of a
Concept for Visually Impaired
People in Automated Vehicles
4.1 Persona
During FGDs the opinions on automated driving varied a lot. Many were looking
forward to it as they believe it is a big chance for them to become more independent
again but others were scared and would prefer today’s public transportation to be
improved.
Brian Brave

Figure 4: The first persona is Brian Brave. He represents the visually impaired people that are blind for many
years and are used to interact with modern technologies like voice-based assistants. He is not affraid of using
the technology of automated vehicles but is more concerned about entertainment.
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The first persona called Brian Brave represents those of the VIPs who do not fear new
technologies and are interested in smartphones, computers and automated driving
and believe that the technlogy will help them with the challenges they face every day.
Ute Unconfident

Figure 5: The second persona is Ute Unconfident. She lost sight three years ago and is still relatively insecure
and is also afraid of modern technologies. She needs to gain trust into automated vehicles so she will use them.

On the other hand, Ute Unconfident represents those who fear new technologies and
are not interested in using them. She lost her sight just some years ago during surgery.
This makes it hard for her to face her new situation and that is why she needs to learn
everything again like using a smartphone what is pretty hard for her. Her main issue is
that she needs a trustworthy system.
Those two personas were required to develop the concept. There were two basic
needs discovered during focus group discussions. The first one is that VIPs need to
trust the vehicle (Ute Unconfident) and the second need was that they want to be entertained and want to enjoy the drive (Brian Brave). Those two core problems needed
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to be solved by the concept and the guidelines.
4.2 Concept
The concept designed is a personal voice-based assistant that is built into the vehicle
and does not require any other devices. This concept was created in a user-centered
approach based on the personas that were made before.
4.2.1 Setup of the accessible concept inside the vehicle
For the prototype, a VR-solution was chosen. This was required as some VIPs had
some sight left and were not completely blind. In that way they are blindfolded and
every participant had the same situation inside the vehicle. Furthermore, the ambient
concept has sounds that move through the vehicle. If a sound needs to move from the
right to the left it is necessary to detect the rotation of the participant’s head so that
the sound movements can be adjusted. To seal the subjects from the environment
completely they were listening to music over noise-canceling headphones during the

Figure 6: The setup of the interior can be devided into seven items. The sliding door (1) in the back of the
vehicle is used to enter the AV once it reached the starting position. The camera (2) was located to the opposite
side of the rear so it can capture the entire scene. The basis stations (3) had to be placed on the floor of the
vehicle. One of them was located to the left behind the driver’s seat and the other one was placed between the
two front seats. The participants with the VR-glasses (4) sat on the rear middle seat. The driver of the vehicle
(5) sat on the usual driver’s seat to the left front of the AV (Wizard of Oz) next to the study investigator (6),
who sat down on the right front seat. The last item required for testing was the navigation application which
was running on a smartphone placed in the windshield (7).
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entire drive so that the immersion is as good as possible.
The testing vehicle was a Volkswagen T6. As the vehicle was constantly moving it was
difficult to get the VR-glasses running inside that environment as the stationary sensors
always recalibrated themselves due to vibrations. It was not possible to fix them to the
seats, windows or any other interior elements of the car. The final and only solution
that worked was putting the sensors on the floor without fixing them to any part of the
interior.
Position inside vehicle

Device and Function
The sliding door (Figure 6: 1) was always
located on the right side of the vehicle.
The sliding door was handled by the
study investigator (SI) but was explained
to be an automatic door. When the vehicle approached the subjects so they can

Figure 7: Test-vehicle component setup: Sliding Door.
The entrance for visually impaired people is a sliding
door located to the rear right.

enter the vehicle the door was already
opened.
The camera (Figure 6: 2) was located on
the left side of the vehicle and captured
the entire rear interior and the action in
front of the vehicle’s back door. Therefore
it was easy to evaluate the entire action
from before entering the vehicle until the
vehicle was left again.

Figure 8: Test-vehicle component setup: Camera. The
camera is located to the opposite side of the door so
that the scene outside and inside the vehicle can be
captured.
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Position inside vehicle

Device and Function
The basis-stations (Figure 6: 3) for the
VR-glasses were positioned between the
front seats and to the left of the driver’s
seat. They were synchronized with a cable as they could not see each other. The

Figure 9: Test-vehicle component setup: Basis stations. The VR basis stations were located on the floor
between the front seats and to the left of the driver’s
seat.

stations had to be placed on the floor as
they would recalibrate themselves overwise.
All of the subjects sat on the rear bench
(Figure 6: 4) of the vehicle. The assistant
asked them to sit in the middle seat as
the VR-glasses were detected by the
basis stations the best in that seat and it

Figure 10: Test-vehicle component setup: VR-glasses.
The participant with his/her VR-glasses sat on the
rear seat of the vehicle.

was the safest position.
The driver (Figure 6: 5) was located on
the common driver seat to the front left
seat of the vehicle. The position was one
reason why the subjects were not able to
notice the driver as they didn’t get into

Figure 11: Test-vehicle component setup: Driver seat.
Like in every left-hand-drive vehicle the driver sat on
the left front seat of the vehicle.

the region of the car during the entering
progress.
The SI (Figure 6: 6) was located on the
right front seat of the vehicle. He had
to operate the VIP’s personal assistant.
Therefore he had to push different keys
on the keyboard which executed different
actions.

Figure 12: Test-vehicle component setup: Study investigator seat. The study investigator took his seat to
the front right of the vehicle and operated the voicebased assistant from there.
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Position inside vehicle

Device and Function
To create better comparability between
all subjects there was a smartphone
placed in the windshield (Figure 6: 7).
This made it easier for the driver to navigate correctly. Furthermore, this appli-

Figure 13: Test-vehicle component setup: Smartphone
for navigation. For better comparability a self-implemented navigation software was running on a
smartphone placed in the windshield.

cation was an assistant to the SI as the
applications said which key needs to be
pressed based on exact GPS locations.

4.2.2 Justification of the setup and its components
All those components are required to create an authentic feeling of being inside an
automated vehicle and to seal all subjects off from the environment so they can focus
on the feeling of being inside an AV and make the personal assistant the only contact
person.
4.2.3 Possible interaction with the voice-based assistant
As the person is the only passenger in the AV he/she doesn’t need to address the personal assistant Abby by her name but can start talking immediately. Abby will listen to
the passenger at any time and will reply to anything said inside the vehicle.
Two different concepts were created. The first system (called ambient system) was
working with ambient sounds. The second system was entirely based on speech (and
therefore called the speech system).
The ambient system made VIPs aware of POIs with ambient sounds. If there was a lake
to the left of the vehicle a lake ambient sound was played and moving from the leftfront to the left-back of the AV. The same idea applied to other POI sounds. Turning
maneuvers were predicted by wind sounds from the left to the right through the AV if
a right turn showed up and the other way round for a left turn.
The speech system told the user about POIs and gave the direction in which the POI
was in clock times as this was mentioned as a location reference during FGDs. Turning
maneuvers were given in clock times, too.
Another difference was that the speech system gave not as detailed replies as the
ambient system.
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Use Case

Ambient

Speech

What time is it?

“It’s 2:30 pm.”

“2:30 pm.“

What is the current speed? “Our current speed is 50

“50 km/h.“

km/h.”
Where are we?

“We are currently in Gif-

“In Gifhorn.“

horn.”
When will we arrive at the

“We will probably drive

destination?

about 10 more minutes.”

Is there an accident or traf- “Currently there are no
fic yam on our route?

“No.”

delays on our route.”

Into which direction are we “We are moving southheading?

“10 minutes.“

“Southwards.”

wards.”

Before entering the vehicle “Hello! I’m your personal

“Hello! I’m your personal

assistant Abby. Feel free

assistant Abby. Feel free

to address me at any time.

to address me at any time.

Your vehicle has arrived

Your vehicle has arrived

now and is standing in

now and is standing in

front of you on the street.

front of you on the street.

Mind the kerb. If it is your

Mind the kerb.”

vehicle you can find your
name on the exterior mirror.” The name was written
in Braille.
While entering the vehicle. “Please sit down on the

“Please sit down on the

middle seat on the row to

middle seat on the row to

your left. Put the seatbelt

your left. Put the seatbelt

to your left side on. The

to your left side on. The

door closes now. Where

door closes now. Where

should we drive to today?” do you want to go to?“
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Use Case

Ambient

Speech

When sitting on seat.

“I’ve found the park in the

“I’ve found the park in the

center of Gifhorn and the

center of Gifhorn and the

park beside the castle.

park beside the castle.

Where do you want to go

Where do you want to go

to?”

to?“

When destination was

“Alright. Off we go! The

“Alright. Off we go!“

entered.

distance is about 14 kilometers and it will take us
about 25 minutes.”

Junction

Sound of the traffic light

“We turn to 3 o’clock.“

for the blind if the car
needs to wait. When
turning right or left: wind
sound into the coincident
direction.
Light signal

Roundabout

Same behaviour like at a

“The signal is red.“

junction.

“We turn to 3 o’clock.”

Wind sound moving from

“We will exit the rounda-

center to right if exited

bout at 3 o’clock.“

to the right, moving back
to the middle if exiting
straight on the other side
or continuing to move to
the left if exiting to the left.
Town entry

“We arrive in Gifhorn. Our

“We arrive in Gifhorn.“

travel speed will be around
50 km/h.”
Town exit

“We leave Gifhorn and will “We leave Gifhorn.“
continue our journey with
a travel speed of around
70 km/h.”
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Use Case

Ambient

Speech

Federal highway

“We are entering the fed-

“We are entering the fed-

eral highway and will move eral highway.”
with a travel speed of 100
km/h.”
Diverted traffic

A ambient sound of a

“Due to a construction line

construction site is played.

there will be a 5 minute

Assistant says: “Due to a

delay.“

construction line we had to
adjust the route. There will
be a 5 minute delay.“
Point of interest

A ambient sound is locat-

“At 10 o’clock is a shop-

ed at the exact position of

ping center.”

the POI in the 3D-sound
world and will be played.
Arrival at destination

“We have arrived now. The “We have arrived now. The
exit of the vehicle is to the

exit of the vehicle is to the

right. The kerb is about

right. The kerb is about

40 cm away. Once you

40 cm away. Once you

reached the pedestrian

reached the pedestrian

walk, turn to the right, walk walk, turn to the right, walk

Emergency break

about 10 steps. A bench

about 10 steps. A bench

will be to your left.”

will be to your left.“

An emergency sound is

“That was an emergency

played during the break.

break. We can continue

“This emergency break

our drive now.”

was performed due to a
child that was running in
front of the vehicle. Everyone is alright. We can
continue the drive now.“
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Use Case

Ambient

Speech

No reply

“Sorry. I can not help with

“Sorry. I can not help with

that yet.“

that yet.“

Table 1: This table shows an output comparison of the ambient and the speech concept for different use cases.
They react differently in the same scenarios. The speech system only gives voice based output wheras the ambient system also provides ambient sounds.

4.3 Development of the prototype
The functionality of the prototype was not too extended. The questions which the assistant was able to answer were limited and the focus was more on navigation maneuvers and points of interest. The VR-prototype was developed in Unity and executed
from the IDE directly as some functionalities had to be changed between the two test
rides with each participant.
The IDE of the prototype was Unity. The prototype was developed so that the WoZ
method can be used during test-rides. The investigator of the study was able to press
different keys on the keyboard to make the assistant do different actions.
For the prototype, just three different C#-classes were used. The SoundHandler was
the main class that handled all keyboard events and started sounds depending on the
key pressed, knew the system used (speech or ambient) and the route direction.
The class SoundAnimations was needed for moving ambient sounds, whereas the
SoundStatic class was used to start announcements by the assistant and music. Both
classes had subclasses like OceanSoundAnimation which made it easier to start specific sounds as the required sound files were provided by each subclass. In addition to
that, each class had some unique functionalities. It was e.g. possible to play a queue
of songs with a single function call on every SoundStatic object.
In addition to the VR-prototype, an iOS application was developed which showed
the SI upcoming events. It visualizes where the events will come and where previous
events were. The labels of each waypoint were the name and the key to be pressed for
each event. Furthermore, the text at the bottom of the view showed the most recent
event. Due to the high accuracy of the application, the SI could focus more on the
behavior of the participant as the application would notify the investigator if an event
was approached.
The most important features that were discovered during the focus-group-discussions
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Figure 14: The screenshot of the navigation application shows a map and the last use case that had to be
executed by the assistant. Furthermore, the keys were provided that had to be typed by the Wizard-of-Oz who
was the study investigator.

were implemented like announcing the next driving maneuvers, information about the
current speed or the current time. Common functions like calling someone or changing the music weren’t implemented.
In the virtual reality, vector routes were given for the movements of the sounds. Those
were on the left and right side of the user from the front to the back of the AV and the
other way round. In addition to that sounds could be moved from the left to the right
or inversely. Static sounds which were used for announcements by the assistant and
music were placed above the user’s head.
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4.4 Study design
4.4.1 Within-subjects
The two systems explained in chapter 5.2 were both tested by each participant. Half
of the subjects were given the ambient system first, the other 50% started with the
speech system to avoid learning effects influencing the evaluation results. The route
was driven clockwise (relative to the map) during the first test drive and counterclockwise in the second test drive so that every concept is tested in both directions. The
emergency brake was performed at the end of the first test drive and at the beginning
of the second test drive so the subjects should not have expected the second emergency break as it was performed to a different point of time in the test drive.
4.4.2 Standartized questionnaires
To get information about the trust towards AVs the trust scale was used and to get
some insights about the user experience of each system the UEQ short was used.
After every test ride, the vehicle was left and the two questionnaires were filled out
together with the participant. Following the second test drive, an additional interview
was made to get qualitative feedback for a more detailed comparison of the two systems and to determine which features might be missing or superfluous.
4.4.3 Procedure of the study
The subjects were picked up from their homes. During the drive to the starting point,
it was not allowed to talk about AVs or AD in general. Once the starting area was
reached the participant and SI left the vehicle and a co-worker came to pick the vehicle up. While the participant and SI went to the exact starting position the co-worker
drove a loop on the parking lot and came back to the navigation start point. Once the
introduction was done, everything was set up in the vehicle and the participant had
all the hardware (VR-glasses and headphones) that was required for testing the vehicle was driven to the starting position and the first route was driven. After that, the SI
and the participant left the vehicle to fill in the questionnaires to get feedback to the
first system tested. Once the questionnaires (trust scale and UEQ) were filled out the
vehicle was prepared for the second route to test the second system. Following the
second route the same standardized questionnaires were filled out and the semistructured interview was started. On the way back to the VIP’s home some more aspects
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were discussed to get a more detailed insight into his/her thoughts.

Figure 15: This illustration shows the procedure during user study. It starts with pickung up the study participant. It shows all required steps like the briefing and the preparation of the vehicle for each test drive, when
the questionnaires were used and all other steps.
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4.5 User Study
4.5.1 Setup
For the study, a VW T6 was used. The subjects sat in the back of the vehicle. Due to
other studies, it was not always possible to take the exact same vehicle for every test
drive. The interior was the same in both but one was an automatic and the other one
had a manual gearbox that was not realized by any of the subjects what was proved by
asking them about it after the test drives.
The route chosen for the test drives was about 14 km long and one ride took around
25 minutes. It included some parts in the city center, on open roads and on federal
highways. Therefore many different categories of roads were tested and evaluated.
The speed varied from 30km/h up to 100 km/h. Generally, a big variety of driving behaviors were tested.

o

Emergency break

o

Roundabout

o

Enter federal road

o

Construction site

o

City entry followed by
multiple light signals

o

Two POIs

o

Residential area

Figure 16: This figure shows the user study route. It illustrates some of the most important use-cases like the
emergency break or the start and end position of the test drives. Source: Google Maps

To test an emergency break it was a requirement due to safety reasons to drive on
IAV’s test track which was close to the start and endpoint of the route. The start and
endpoint of each route were the exact same location.
4.5.2 Use cases tested
On the route, multiple use cases were tested. There were multiple light signals, round31

abouts, one emergency brake, different points of interest and some bad conditioned
roads per drive. With that mixture, a realistic route was represented. The only missing
use case was a motorway as there was none close enough.
4.5.3 Participating subjects
In total eleven subjects participated in the study. There were two male and 9 female
subjects. The subjects were blind for different durations. One was blind for two years
and others were blind since birth. Some were visually impaired and others had lost
complete sight. The subjects were the same as the participants in the FGDs before
creating the prototype.
Age

Count

51-60

2

61-70

2

71-80

5

> 80

2

Table 2: User study participants: Demographic data - age.

Gender

Count

Male

2

Female

9

Table 3: User study participants: Demographic data - gender

Sight left in %

Count

0

6

<= 2

3

<= 5

2

Table 4: User study participants: Demographic data - sight left

Home

Count

Wolfsburg

7

Brunswick

3

Table 5: User study participants: Demographic data - home town

4.5.4

Pre-Study as a test-run

To guarantee that everything goes well during tests with the test subjects and no
problems would occur on the route or with the prototype a pre-study with co-workers
was made. As not problems occurred during those tests everything was set up for the
user study with the VIPs.
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4.5.5

Execution of the study with visually impaired people

Testing was difficult as the voluntary subjects were picked up at their homes with the
same vehicle the test drive will be made in. They were driven to the start point of the
test drive and had to leave the vehicle there. The difficulties were that the subjects
mustn’t realize that it is the exact same vehicle they were picked up with which could
have happened due to multiple reasons like smell, feeling of the ride and the seats.
The vehicle was driven by a co-worker and the smart assistant was operated by the
SI. The investigator entered and left the vehicle together with the subjects. That way
it was authentic to all subjects that it must have been an AV as it came to the starting
point itself and drove away once the vehicle was exited without anyone else in the
vehicle.
As the driver changed the driving style was completely different from when they were
picked up from their home. One participant even mentioned that she noticed a bad
driving behavior as “the vehicle was juddering when slowing down at light signals.“
That comment was one prove that the setup was authentic enough that the VIPs
believed that it was a real automated vehicle. After the study was completed all VIPs
were told that they weren’t driven in an AV but by a co-worker and all mentioned that
it was authentic to them and they experienced the test drive as a drive in an AV and
they enjoyed the feeling overall.

Figure 17: The image shows a relaxed participant sitting in the back of the automated vehicle with the VR-glasses and the headphones on.
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5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Quantitative analysis with questionnaires and videos recorded during tests
Based on the standardized questionnaires it was possible to find out that the entire
system was perceived as trustworthy and that the speech system was rated slightly
better than the ambient system but with no significant effects based on the t-tests
made with all data values collected. Furthermore, after analyzing the UEQ short it was
also clear that the speech system had a slightly better user experience compared to
the ambient system. Even though the quantitative analysis is not significant due to the
small number of subjects and their rating it is still a prove and usable as it is coincident
with the results from the qualitative analysis.
Mean

Std. dev.

Statement

Std. dev.

Mean

7

3.2

The system works appropriate.

1.6

7

6

4.4

The system’s behavior is predictable.

5.3

6

7

4.7

I can rest assure that the system is working
correctly.

2.5

6

7

2.5

The system fulfills its intended task.

0.7

7

6

2.4

I believe this system can deal with prospective driving situations.

0.8

6

7

2.4

I have confidence that the system will react
accurately.

1.6

7

6

2.7

How sure are you about your previous ranking regarding trust?

2.2

6

7

2.8

1.5

6

Table 6: Trust scale results. Mean and standard deviation (std. dev.) of the speech and the ambient system. The
results show that there is no significant difference between the two systems. Trust is therefore not effected by
the choice of an ambient sound or a speech based system.

The questionnaires weren’t the only figures that were collected during testing. All the
questions asked by the subjects were clustered into different groups so that the importance of certain information could be evaluated. Based on the results it was clear that
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information about the navigation, environment and interior were questioned the most.
Furthermore, it became clear that the vehicle must explain the VIP where it is and how
he/she can enter the AV.
Information about:

Times asked during user study (in total
by all participants):

Navigation (e.g. next manouver)

38

Environment (e.g. church)

30

Interior (e.g. seat position)

17

Vehicle (e.g. speed)

13

Traffic (e.g. construction line)

13

Entering the AV (e.g. door position)

11

Table 7: The statistics about the information that was asked during the test drives shows which information was
the most important to visually impaired people based on the amount of times the information was questioned
during the user study.

Based on the UEQ-short results it was also possible to see that the hedonic quality is
high compared to other systems but not excellent what would show that using an AV
with an voice-based assistant (VBA) is not that exciting for VIPs as they are used to be
UEQ Benchmark score

Figure 18: The UEQ-evaluation chart of the speech based system shows that the overall and pragmatic quality is
excellent and that the hedonic quality is good.
UEQ Benchmark score

Figure 19: The UEQ-evaluation chart of the ambient based system shows that the pragmatic quality is excellent
but the hedonic quality is only above average which results in an overall experience that is only good.
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Pragmatic Quality

Hedonic Quality

Items

Correlation

Items

Correlation

1.2

0.39

5.6

0.62

1.3

0.76

5.7

0.68

1.4

0.76

5.8

0.43

2.3

0.27

6.7

0.42

2.4

0.26

6.8

0.29

3.4

0.8

7.8

0.73

Average

0.54

Average

0.53

Alpha

0.82

Alpha

0.82

Table 8: The UEQ correlations of the items per
scale for the pragmatic quality of the speech system have an average value of 0.54 and an alpha
of 0.82 which shows that the scores are reliable.

Pragmatic Quality

Table 9: The UEQ correlations of the items per
scale for the hedonic quality of the speech system have an average value of 0.54 and an alpha
of 0.82 which shows that the scores are reliable.

Hedonic Quality

Items

Correlation

Items

Correlation

1.2

0.39

5.6

0.77

1.3

0.62

5.7

0.63

1.4

0.39

5.8

0.49

2.3

0.27

6.7

0.35

2.4

0.43

6.8

0.55

3.4

0.72

7.8

0.32

Average

0.47

Average

0.52

Alpha

0.78

Alpha

0.81

Table 10: The UEQ correlations of the items per
scale for the pragmatic quality of the speech system have an average value of 0.47 and an alpha
of 0.78 which shows that the scores are reliable.

Figure 11: The UEQ correlations of the items per
scale for the hedonic quality of the speech system have an average value of 0.52 and an alpha
of 0.81 which shows that the scores are reliable.

driven around by others and VBAs are often part of their daily life. Therefore, many
subjects also mentioned in the qualitative analysis that they weren’t able to realize
differences to other rides with e.g. the taxi but still experienced it as a drive with an
AV. The usability, however, was rated very high what indicates that the concept itself is
perceived well and only minor improvements are required.
5.2 Qualitative analysis based on the feedback provided in a semi-structured
interview
The qualitative analysis showed that the quantitative analysis was correct. The users
preferred the speech over the ambient system. It became clear that entering the AV
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is difficult. Therefore, the progress needs to be improved and the interior needs to be
described as detailed as possible.
Additionally, the videos that were recorded during the test rides were used for the
qualitative analysis. Those recordings showed that many subjects took the wrong seat
belt which could cause safety issues. The belt for the left rear seat was taken by them
as it localized directly next to the belt for the middle seat.
5.3 Result by the quantitative and qualitative analysis
5.3.1 Disadvantages and benefits for visually impaired people
The biggest advantage for VIPs is that they do not rely on somebody else anymore if
they want to get to a certain destination. They are completely independent and are
flexible to go to any place they want on their own. The VBA is beneficial to them, too,
as it is an easy and familiar way for them to interact with a system. It also gives them
security and trust in the system when they are talking to somebody with a human
voice. Therefore, the entire concept of AD was perceived as more human-like.
Furthermore, it is beneficial for VIPs to have a VBA that can give them updates on
where they are and what is happening around them as they can not get this kind of
information themselves. The entering process should be made more accessible by the
VBA, too, as they don’t need to discover the interior themselves but get support from
their VBA.
A disadvantage, however, is that they are totally exposed to the system and have no
chance of intervening if the AV misbehaved as they can not notice such a behavior
themselves.
5.3.2 Disadvantages and advantages for non visually impaired people
Based on the guidelines that were developed during the testing there are no disadvantaged for sighted people if every person has his/her own car. If, however, cars are
used as public transport (car sharing) and multiple people will be transported with the
same car at the same time announcements and explanations might be irrelevant to
sighted people and could, therefore, be perceived as annoying. But generally, they
can profit from the guidelines as many of them could make tasks easier for them, too.
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5.3.3 Necessary adjustments to the concept
Based on the results of the questionnaires and interviews the system needs to be able
to understand more questions and to respond with appropriate answers. Some of
the questions simply weren’t implemented because they were to complex for a WoZ
prototype like naming every street that was passed or describing objects that were
around the vehicle or making a phone call.
Other than that the system was perceived as a positive experience in general. The
qualitative and quantitative feedback were congruent and both resulted in the same
conclusion as the ambient sound system was not working for the visually impaired subjects and therefore the entire system was perceived as slightly unstrustworthier than
the speech-based system.
On the other hand, the ambient sound system had more detailed information in its
announcements. At the beginning of the drive, a preview was given which was mentioned as very positive multiple times and after the emergency brake, an explanation
was given which had a positive effect on the trust in the system.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Hypothesis 1
VIPs want to get information on how fast they are moving, how long it will
take them to get to their destination and about the vehicle’s environment in a
specific time interval.
All VIPs asked for that information from time to time themselves and neither the ambient nor the speech concepts gave that information in a specific time interval. After
both test drives were completed all VIPs were asked during the semi-structured interview if they want to get this information in time intervals. And no one wanted that but
all wanted to ask for this information themselves or get the information at important
locations like a city entry or exit.
They also appreciated getting some information at the beginning of each drive. Based
on that information they already know what they can expect during the drive like duration, distance and traffic.
5.4.2 Hypothesis 2
VIPs require additional information about the interior of the vehicle and during
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the entering process.
As there were eleven participants and every participant entered the AV twice the
entering process was made 22 times. During those processes, 17 times information
about the interior like door handles or seat positions and 11 times information about
the position of the AV itself or its door was questioned. Based on these numbers it is
clear that this information needs to be made accessible to VIPs. It is still unclear how
this information should be provided as some VIPs wanted it in clock numbers and others wanted just some vague descriptions like right or left and top or bottom.
5.4.3 Hypothesis 3
Speech announcements increase the trust in the system compared to ambient
announcements.
Based on the t-tests that were made to compare the trust scale results of the ambient
and the speech system no difference was found in between the two concepts regarding trust. In the qualitative feedback, however, the speech system was ranked more
helpful than the ambient system and due to better support it might also increase trust
slightly but that could not be proven with the provided data by the questionnaires.
Many of the test subjects, however, did not understand the ambient sounds due to
different reasons. Some thought the winds were other vehicles on the road and did
not think that they would announce the next driving maneuver. They mentioned that
an introduction would have helped to understand the system better but still preferred
the speech-based system.
5.4.4 Hypothesis 4
Exceptional situations like emergency brake need to be explained.
The last hypothesis was proven by the semi-structured interview as the participants
were asked about their opinion if the emergency brake should be explained or not.
All of them wanted an explanation even though they agreed on that they do not want
them during the FGDs. The speech system did not explain the reason for the emergency brake which resulted in many participants asking for the reason. Some of the
participants thanked the VBA by the ambient system for the explanation others tried
to as the SI. A reason why they might have thought they do not need an explanation
during the FGDs could be that today they are always driving with someone else who
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automatically gives them an explanation so they never need to ask for it.
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6. Guidelines

Based on the gathered information by the qualitative and quantitative feedback
during the user study guidelines were developed. As no significant differences were
discovered by the UEQ and trust scale, the main data used to create the guidelines
was the number of times specific information was asked for and the feedback that was
collected with the qualitative feedback.
The guidelines are divided into five different categories. The general guidelines focus
on main abilities that need to be provided by the assistant that is not exclusively
relevant to VIPs. Most of the guidelines about driving maneuvres are needed more by
VIPs as NVIPs can understand the AV’s behavior due to the surrounding environment
and traffic situation. Information about vehicle components is only relevant to VIPs as
NVIPs can see the position of those components but NVIPs also need that information
so they can enter the vehicle easily. The navigation maneuver announcements are not
only required by VIPs but can also be used by NVIPs. Environmental information, however, is only required by VIPs as they can not perceive that information via sight.
6.1 General guidelines
G1: The vehicle should be able to detect if the VIP is alone or with an accompanying person.
The conduct of the assistant needs to be adjusted if the VIP is with an accompanying
person as he/she can help the VIP with tasks like getting into the vehicle, finding the
seat and other tasks.
G2: The assistant should not reply to the first question that he/she doesn’t
know the answer but should also encourage the user to ask other questions.
The assistant has to give a response and encourage the VIP to ask more and other
questions to prevent that the VIP might interpret the assistant is not able to handle any
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questions and loses trust in him/her and therefore into the technology of automated
driving.
G3: When the user is talking the assistant should not start talking.
To create a warm and comfortable atmosphere in the vehicle the assistant needs to be
friendly and must not be rude like interrupting the user. This behavior is only allowed
when there is an emergency.
G4: All sounds should be muted while the assistant is talking.
Every time the assistant needs to speak no ambient sounds and no music or other
entertainment sounds should be playing.
G5: At the beginning of a ride the assistant has to make the user aware of his/
her support and mention that talking to him/her will not affect the safety.
VIPs are mainly elderly people who might not have much contact with modern technologies and might not know how it works. Therefore it needs to be clear that talking
to the assistant who is perceived as the driver will not influence the safety of the ride.
G6: The assistant should know information about the vehicle and its capabilities.
The assistant needs to be able to explain information about the vehicle like efficiency,
color and type. Furthermore, the system needs to be able to explain services that are
available like driving to a rest area or to the supermarket.
G7: The assistant should tell the visually impaired person about required steps
before the ride can begin if they were not done by the visually impaired person without mentioning them.
There are many different steps that need to be performed before the vehicle can start
the ride. E.g.: If the VIP hasn’t put the safety belt on yet, the system needs to give the
VIP more information about it and explain where the seat belt is and how it needs to
be put on.
6.2 Guidelines for driving maneuvres
G8: The assistant should be able to explain the car’s behavior (algorithm of
automated driving) in different situations.
To gain trust VIPs need to understand how an automated vehicle works. So the vehicle
needs to be able to explain how it handles different situations. If the user asks why a
recent decision was made the AV needs to explain the logic. Furthermore, the vehicle
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should be able to understand fictive scenarios explained by the user and needs to
give a preview on how it would behave.
G9: After an emergency break the visually impaired person needs to be informed about the situation and the reason.
It is impossible for VIPs to find out why the car had to make an emergency brake and
what has happened. Therefore the assistant needs to describe what has happened
and what needs to be done next if the car cannot move anymore.
G10: The vehicle should announce exceptional driving maneuvers.
It can happen that a vehicle needs to drive in an uncommon kind like reversing. Situations like that should to be announced before they are executed to make the VIP
aware of what’s happening next and that this behavior is meant to happen. In addition
to that, a reason should be provided why this driving maneuver must be performed.
6.3 Guidelines on vehicle components
G11: Design and operation of seat belts should be identical on all seats.
There should not be two seat belts directly next to each other as the VIP might take
the wrong one. Therefore, all seatbelts should be on one side of each seat and all
buckles should be on the other side.
G12: Outside the vehicle, the visually impaired person should be guided to
the vehicle’s doors.
It is difficult for VIPs to find the door of the automated vehicle. Therefore the door
needs to be opened by the vehicle itself and the vehicle needs speakers that guide
the VIP to the entrance of the vehicle. Furthermore, it should be explained what type
of door is used for the vehicle.
G13: When entering the vehicle the visually impaired person should be informed about the position of necessary objects inside the vehicle.
It is essential for VIPs that they get an exact description of the elements inside the
vehicle. E.g.: They might need a handle to get into the vehicle if it is higher. Furthermore, they need an explanation where they themselves, seats and the tables are positioned inside the vehicle.
G14: The emergency-off button should be at the same position in every vehicle.
As the emergency button needs to be accessible for anyone inside the car at any time
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it should be at the same position in every AV so that VIPs do not need to ask the assistant about the button’s position every time they enter a different vehicle.
6.4 Guidelines for navigation Information
G15: The vehicle should be able to give information about the next navigation
steps.
The vehicle should be able to inform the VIP about the next driving maneuvers. The
next driving maneuvers should only be explained if the VIP asks for them.
G16: The vehicle should name essential information about the route when the
ride starts.
At the beginning of each ride, the assistant should give a preview of the ride. It is advised to tell the VIP about the distance and the time to reach the destination. Depending on the distance the weather at the destination needs to be mentioned. Before
longer rides, information about traffic should be included.
G17: The vehicle should give status updates at specific events.
The vehicle should inform the user about the upcoming travel speed, the estimated
time and distance spent on the next part of the route and what the specific event is.
Events are e.g. village/town entries and exits, motorway accesses and exits.
6.5 Guidelines on environmental information
G18: The vehicle should announce exceptional street surfaces.
If the surface changes to bad road conditions, the vehicle is passing a dirty road due
to a construction line or the next street will be made of cobblestone the AV should
inform the VIP about the change to prevent the feeling of insecurity or fear.
G19: The vehicle should be able to describe its environment all the time.
A VIP can’t see what’s outside the vehicle. Therefore the vehicle should be able to describe the environment at any time and explain what can be seen around the AV.
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7. Conclusion

After working on this topic for some months it became clear that the requirements for
VIPs in automated vehicles do not vary a lot from sighted people but the guidelines
that were created are essential to make AVs accessible to VIPs. The major problem is
orientation. This already became clear during the analysis phase and got proven by
prototyping.
For VIPs it is difficult to enter the vehicle themselves without help and they want to
have the ability to inform themselves about their environment during the ride. Another
important aspect of trust is that the VBA needs to announce extraordinary situations
that might make the passenger feel uncomfortable or insecure.
7.1 Prove of relevance for accessibility guidelines in automated vehicles
7.1.1 Mercedes F 015
This AV fulfills some of the guidelines but based on the information found online [34]
it does not seem to be entirely accessible to VIPs. On the plus side, all required hardware components are provided for the guidelines. E.g. it seems to be relatively easy to
enter the vehicle due to the big doors but the system gives no information about the
vehicle’s components or guides the VIP to the doors.
Big disadvantages are touch-input and gestures that can be used to interact with
the display. As discussed in chapter 1.4.1 this is probably the worst input and output
method for VIPs.
As all required hardware components are provided in this vehicle it should be easily
possible to make the vehicle accessible to VIPs.
7.1.2 Audi AI:CON
This concept car is very similar to the Mercedes F015 based on the hardware and
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interaction concept. The main components outside the vehicle are visual outputs but
there were no speakers mentioned so there would be no interface for VIPs as long as
they are not yet inside the vehicle.
On the other hand, once you are inside the vehicle they focus a lot on the empathic
VBA PIA [35]. The interior itself is not optimal for VIPs due to moveable seats which
might be at a different location every time they enter a car-sharing vehicle but a solution that Audi might provide is that the car loads the previously saved configuration
that was used last time and therefore the seats would be at the same position every
time the VIP enters the vehicle.
A positive aspect of this system is that the activity of the VBA can be adjusted which
might be beneficial to VIPs as they are more focused on auditive stimuli.
7.1.3 Smart Vision EQ fortwo
The last concept car discussed in this thesis is the one of those three that seems to
have the worst accessibility to VIPs. Based on the information found online the car
is mainly based on visual interaction on the exterior and interior. The entry could be
difficult for VIPs, too, as the door is relatively small compared to the other two cars
presented before.
7.2 Limitations
All participants believed that they were driving in a real autonomous vehicle (level 5)
as they were told by the SI and did not realize the WoZ. The limitation regarding this
concern is that the SI was inside the vehicle together with the participants. Therefore,
he was an insurance to them and the trust scale results might have been different if
the participants were completely alone in the vehicle. Furthermore, the VBAs had
just a limited number of use cases implemented, which might have reduced the user
experience for the participants of the study. Another limitation of the study was the
number of participants. The results are congruent to those of the related work and all
participants of the study gave very similar feedback and therefore the results should
be reliable.
7.3 Future work
It would be beneficial to do some more testing with a bigger participant group. It is
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also possible to create another prototype that fulfills all the guidelines evaluated in this
thesis. Furthermore, some more detailed research could be made on the intonation of
the VBA. Participants also mentioned that they would like to be able to configure their
VBA and it would be beneficial for all users of AVs to make a study on which components of the VBA should be customizable.
Based on the results provided in this thesis there are no excuses left why automated
vehicles should not be accessible to visually impaired people. Some of the guidelines
are beneficial to anybody and not necessarily exclusively to visually impaired people.
Furthermore, the effort that needs to be made to implement the additional functionalities is low enough that it can easily be done.
The bigger challenge will probably be the legal issues discussed in chapter 1.3.1 but
also those should be decided in favor of visually impaired people as car manufacturers must take responsibility for the car’s behavior like Volvo CEO Hakan Samuelsson
already mentioned.
Visually impaired people are really looking forward to being more independent again
and be able to move from one location to another without any help from anyone else.
A technical challenge is still open on how they get from the car to the exact destination. Apps like Microsoft Soundscape [36] are first approaches to solve this problem
and an application like this should be working completely before automated vehicles.
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B. Appendix

B.1 User-Study briefing
German
Das Setup des Versuchsfahrzeugs ist folgendermaßen: Wir haben einen Prototyp eines
vollautonomen Fahrzeugs Level 5. Das bedeutet der Fahrer hat kein Lenkrad und
keine Pedale zur Verfügung, um das Fahrzeug zu steuern. Ich werde als Versuchsleiter
im Fahrzeug sitzen und habe einen großen roten Notaus-Knopf zur Verfügung, um
das Fahrzeug im Notfall zu stoppen. Das Fahrzeug ist ein baugleiches wie das, mit
welchem ich Sie zuvor abgeholt habe mit dem Unterschied, dass es bereits autonom
fahren kann. Fühlen Sie sich unwohl, können Sie jederzeit über den Ausspruch von
„Hilfe“, „Notfall“ oder ähnliches direkt Kontakt zu mir aufnehmen. Bei Problemen bei
der Interaktion kann ich Ihnen nicht helfen. Sie können den persönlichen Assistenten jedoch alles fragen. Alles klar?“ – Antwort des Teilnehmers/der Teilnehmerin und
eventuelle Rückfragen beantworten. – „Dann wünsche ich Ihnen viel Spaß.“
English
“The setup of the vehicle is as follows: We have a prototype of a fully-autonomous
vehicle level 5. That means the driver has no steering wheel and no pedals to interact
with the vehicle. I as the study investigator will be inside the vehicle and have a big
red emergency off button in reach, so that I can stop the vehicle in case of an emergency. The vehicle is identical in construction as the car I picked you up with beside
from the fact that it can drive autonomous. If you felt unwell, you can contact me at
any time by saying something like “help“, “emergency“ or something similar. I mustn’t
help you with problems with the interaction. You can talk to the personal assistant at
any time. Is everything alright?” Answer questions by the participant. “I wish you a
nice ride.“
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B.2 Questionnaires
B.2.1 UEQ
UEQ short - German
behindernd

unterstützend

kompliziert

einfach

ineffizient

effizient

verwirrend

übersichtlich

langweilig

spannend

uninteressant

interessant

konventionell

originell

herkömmlich

neuartig

UEQ short - English
obstructive

supportive

complicated

easy

inefficient

efficient

confusing

clear

boring

exciting

not interesting

interesting

conventional

inventive

usual

leading edge
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B.2.2 Trust scale
Trust scale - German
Das System funktioniert angemessen.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Das Verhalten des Systems ist vorhersehbar.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ich kann darauf zählen, dass das System seine Arbeit macht.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Das System erledigt die Aufgabe, für die es gestaltet ist.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ich glaube, dass das System in der Lage sein wird mit zukünftigen Fahrsituationen
zurecht zu kommen.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ich vertraue darauf, dass das System akkurat funktioniert.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ich vertraue dem System als Ganzes.
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Wie sicher sind Sie sich in Bezug auf Ihre vorherigen Einordnungen bezüglich Vertrauen?
Trifft gar nicht zu

Trifft sehr zu
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Trust scale - English
The system works appropriate.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The system’s behavior is predictable.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I can rest assure that the system is working correctly.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The system fulfills its intended task.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I believe that this system can deal with propspective driving scenarios.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I have confidence that the system will react accurately.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I trust the entire system to full extend.
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

How sure are you about your previous ranking regarding trust?
Fully disagree

Fully agree
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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B.2.3 Semi-structured interview
Semi-structured interview - German
Welches System fanden Sie besser?
Warum würden Sie dieses System bevorzugen?
Was ist Ihnen insgesamt betrachtet positiv aufgefallen? Bei keiner Antwort: Was darf
dem System nicht fehlen?
Was ist Ihnen insgesamt betrachtet negativ aufgefallen? Bei keiner Antwort: Auf
welche Funktion können Sie verzichten?
Wie oft möchten Sie Statusinformationen erhalten? Wären alle 2 Minuten zu häufig?
Alle 10% der Gesamt-Fahrtdauer?
Kannten Sie die Umgebung der Fahrtstrecke? Fanden Sie Informationen über die
Umgebung hilfreich? Warum? Warum nicht?
Fanden Sie Informationen über Fahrmanöver gut? Was? Was nicht?
Wie könnte man das System vertrauenswürdiger machen?
Hatten Sie zu einem Zeitpunkt der Probefahrt Sicherheitsbedenken oder Angst? Wenn
ja: Wann und warum? Wie hätte man dies vermeiden können?
Was aus den heute getesteten Konzepten ist für Sie das Wichtigste? Eine Funktion.
Welche Funktionen haben Ihnen gefehlt?
Welche Funktionen waren überflüssig?
Haben Sie weitere Anmerkungen?
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Semi-structured interview - English
Which system do you prefer?
Why would you prefer this system?
What did you generally perceive as positiv? No response: What mustn’t be missing in
the system?
What did you generally perveice as negative? No response: Which function do you not
need?
How often do you want to get status information? Would every two minutes be too
often? Every 10% of the total driving duration?
Did you know the route? Do you think information about the environment is important? Why? Why not?
Was the information about driving maneuvres good? What was? What wasn’t?
How could the system be made more trustworthy?
Did you have security concerns or fear at any point during the test drive? If yes: When
and why? How could this be avoided?
What of the concents that were tested today was the most important to you? One
feature.
What functions were missing?
Which functions were superfluous?
Do you have any further comments?
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B.3 Test-vehicle component setup

Figure 20: Test-vehicle setup: VR-glasses. The VR-glasses were worn by the participants on the rear middle seat
of the Volkswagen T6.

Figure 21: Test-vehicle setup: Camera. The camera used for the user study was a Sony action-cam with a
wide-angle lens and was located behind the driver seat to capture everything outside the vehicle and the study
participant in the rear of the automated vehicle.
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Figure 22: Test-vehicle setup: Basis-station one. The first basis station was located on the floor behind the driver’s seat.

Figure 23: Test-vehicle setup: Basis-station two. The second basis station for the VR-glasses was located between the two front seats. That way the entire rear of the vehicle could be tracked.
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Figure 24: Test-vehicle setup: Laptop for the voice based assistant. The voice-based assistant was operated by
the study investigator from the front right seat.
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